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Am I Blue or Seeing Red? The NLRB Sees Purple When Employer Communication Policies Unduly Restrict Section 7 Activities

By Christine Neylon O’Brien

Introduction

May employer communications policies prohibit or restrict employee use of workplace email systems when employees are engaging in protected concerted activity (PCA) under section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA)? What standard does the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) apply to determine if employer email communication rules or practices violate the NLRA? Must employers provide employees with access to workplace email? May an employer prohibit employees who are authorized to use the workplace email system from using it for other personal or union organizational reasons? The answers to these questions are relevant to employers and employees alike, and to unions who are assessing the changing technological landscape for organizing and rallying employee support. All of these parties are affected by the NLRB’s recent Purple Communications decision regarding employer email systems. This is so because the NLRA applies to private sector businesses, whether they are unionized or not, and many companies have written or unwritten communication and/or social media policies that may be in violation of the NLRA. Employers should review their electronic communications policies, and where necessary, revise them to comply with the Board’s latest view of the law. Clearly, employees are well advised to know their rights under the NLRA as well as limitations on these rights in order to engage in section 7 activities while avoiding adverse employment consequences.

Section 7 of the NLRA grants employees the right to engage in PCA which includes communication regarding: organization (or refraining from such), wages, hours, working conditions, and other concerted activities for mutual aid or protection, effectively providing employees with a workplace bill of rights. Employees must be acting in concert and within these defined subject areas in order for their communication to fall within the umbrella of section 7’s protection. The concept of acting in concert may involve two or more employees acting together or one employee involving another coworker before acting, or acting on the behalf of others, for the benefit of more than just the acting employee. Employees engaging in conduct that is not concerted, or that exceeds the boundaries of protected activity because it is reckless, malicious, violent, etc., are not...
protected by section 7. Employer email communication and social media policies that unduly restrict employees from engaging in protected concerted activities violate section 8 (a)(1) of the NLRA.

This paper analyzes the NLRB’s Purple Communications decision which specifically overruled the Board’s 2007 holding in Register Guard that employers are free to restrict employee use of employer email systems even if the conduct involves concerted activities. The Purple Board expressed its belief that the majority deciding Register Guard “was clearly incorrect,” and determined that the “consequences of that error are too serious to permit it to stand.” The Purple majority agreed with the Register Guard dissenter that “email’s flexibility and capacity make competing demands on its use considerably less of an issue than earlier forms of communications equipment the Board has addressed.” The parameters and implications of the Board’s Purple Communications decision, as well as concerns raised in the dissents, are examined and evaluated, and solutions recommended.

I. The NLRB’s Decision on Work Email in Purple Communications, Inc.

A. Background

Purple Communications, Inc. is a business that provides sign-language interpretation by two-way telecommunication. Employees utilize company-provided workstation computers to facilitate video calls between hearing parties and deaf parties. Employees are issued a company email address that they use every day that they are at work, and the company email is accessible from other home computers and smart phones. The interpreters were provided with Internet access on computers in the break area, but Internet access was limited on their actual workstations. The Board noted the absence of information on the record regarding incidents of using work email for nonbusiness use or discipline for such. The company maintained an electronic communications policy that restricted use of company equipment and internet and email access to “business purposes only.” Further, the policy prohibited using the company’s equipment or systems “on behalf of organizations with no professional or business affiliation with the Company” or “sending uninvited email of a personal nature.”

The ALJ found that the electronic communications policy was lawful under the standard set by the Board in Register Guard, and the General Counsel and Charging Party filed exceptions. The General Counsel argued that Register Guard was wrongly decided in that the Board balanced employees’ section 7 rights against employer property rights when it should have balanced the section 7 rights against the employer’s managerial interests. The proper standard would balance limitations on employees’ right to use the systems against management’s interest in production and discipline. The Board then reviewed the positions of the Charging Party, the Respondent, and Amici supporting both sides, with each ‘side’ representing the arguments presented by majority and dissenting opinions in Register Guard. The Purple majority discussed the arguments and practical concerns expressed by the parties and various amici and then outlined its own conclusions.

B. The Majority Opinion

In its long awaited decision on employer email policies, the National Labor Relations Board divided three to two along political party lines. The majority opinion agreed with scholars that the Board’s 2007 decision in Register Guard was wrongly decided. This was so because Register Guard overemphasized employers’ property interests at the expense of employees’ section 7 rights, and ignored the importance of email for workplace communication. The majority found that “employee use of email for statutorily protected communications on nonworking time must presumptively be permitted” but limited this ruling to those employees who were provided access to the email system, specifically excluding any mandate that employers must provide such access. In addition, the Board noted that employers may apply consistently enforced controls on the email system as necessary to maintain production and discipline, even projecting that an employer could justify a total ban on non-work use of email by demonstrating special circumstances. Importantly, the Purple Communications majority did not address either nonemployee access or to other forms of electronic communication, as the case did not contain these issues. The Board remanded the issue to the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) to reconsider the case in light of its newly adopted standard.

In its discussion in Purple Communications, the Board majority outlined the serious flaws in Register Guard, highlighting its undervaluing of “employees’ core Section 7 right to communicate in the workplace about their terms and conditions of employment” while at the same time giving too much importance to the property rights of employers. The Board majority in Register Guard defaulted to reliance upon past decisions relating to use of employer equipment that were inadequate to support its findings, and failed to register the importance of business email for communication purposes, which the Purple Board noted had “increased dramatically” since that case was decided.
The *Purple* majority underscored the foundational importance of communication to employees’ section 7 rights, noting that “collective action cannot come about without communication.” Such freedom of communication must be effective and the workplace is critical to the exchange of views. The Board noted the prevalence and effectiveness of email as a means of business communication as well as evidence that its use will only increase. Thus, the Board overruled *Register Guard*’s holding and reverted to the well-settled framework for analysis that the dissent recommended in *Register Guard.*

The Board in *Purple Communications* affirmed the longstanding *Republic Aviation* “presumption that a ban on oral solicitation on employees’ nonworking time” was unreasonable and restriction on PCA “must be justified by ‘special circumstances’ making the restriction necessary in order to ‘maintain production and discipline.’” The *Purple Communications* majority quoted extensively from the dissent in *Register Guard* regarding the inapplicability of the equipment cases in light of the expansive capability of email in comparison to more finite property items such as bulletin boards. The Board noted that the *Register Guard* majority’s “broad pronouncements in the equipment cases, to the effect that employers may prohibit all nonwork use of such equipment” was “dicta” that exceeded the principles in the underlying decisions. The *Purple* majority noted that many of these cases did not endorse an outright ban on all non-work use of the employer’s equipment; rather, they merely found that there was no discriminatory enforcement of bans on equipment use. The Board in *Purple* specifically rejected the principle that employees have no right to use employer equipment for section 7 purposes on nonworking time if they regularly use the equipment in their work.

The Board built its ruling in *Purple Communications* upon the following principles: section 7 provides a foundational right to engage in protected concerted activity (PCA) at the jobsite, email is a fundamental forum for communication, and nonworking time is time the employee is free to engage in such communication even while on company property. Applying the *Republic Aviation* framework, the *Purple Communications* Board presumed that a ban on oral solicitation on nonworking time is an “unreasonable impediment” that may only be permitted where an employer demonstrates “special circumstances ma[king] the rule necessary in order to maintain production or discipline.” Not only is an employer email system different from other property of employers, it is also not readily characterized as solicitation or distribution; instead it is a “forum for communication” where individual messages may be either, neither, or both, but clearly the key is whether they are protected concerted activities according to the Board. The Board also refused to classify email systems as work or non-work areas, finding that in most cases, the use would be mixed and thus restrictions on distribution that normally apply to work areas would not apply.

Importantly, the Board refused to restrict the application of a *Republic Aviation* analysis to situations where employees are entirely deprived of their rights to freely associate. This was so because in *Republic Aviation,* and in other cases applying its framework, the Board and the courts have found bans on PCA on non-work time in non-work areas to be illegal even though PCA were permitted in some non-work areas. The Board focused on the requirement that the nature of an employer’s business must create the “special circumstances” that would justify a ban in certain locations within the employer’s facility.

The Board specifically limited its decision in *Purple* to employees who are afforded access to an employer’s email system for work purposes and limited its decision to email, reserving judgment on other interactive electronic communications for a later date. The Board noted that access to reasonable alternative means of communication for concerted activities is not a relevant inquiry with respect to employees, although such an inquiry is relevant when nonemployees seek access to employer property. The Board adopted and adapted the presumption from *Republic Aviation* to the medium of email, finding that employees with rightful access to the email for work have a right to communicate about section 7 concerns on nonworking time.

Despite this presumption in favor of employee use, an employer may still establish “special circumstances necessary to maintain production and discipline justify restricting its employees’ rights.” The Board predicted that it would be rare that special circumstances would permit a total ban and that restrictions must be connected to the interest the employer asserts. The Board also clearly emphasized that employers would not be required to grant email access to employees without it, and that the presumption is limited to nonworking time. Employers may justify monitoring use during working time based upon legitimate management reasons such as maintaining productivity and preventing harassment, and imposing restrictions relating to size of attachments and video/audio due to demonstrated system limitations.

The Board announced that its new policy regarding workplace email would apply retroactively absent “manifest injustice.” The danger of such is lessened by the fact that the presumption is rebuttable so that even in the instant case, *Purple Communications* had an opportunity
upon remand to justify its restrictions based upon special circumstances. In addition, remedies for maintaining such a policy will ordinarily be limited to rescission of the policy along with notifying employees of such. The Purple Communications Board, in overruling Register Guard, quoted from the dissent in the earlier decision, and noted that it sought to be “responsive to the enormous technological changes that are taking place…” The Board added that technological advances are accelerating and expressed their willingness to weigh these questions in light of the “importance of electronic means of communication to employees’ exercise of their rights under the Act…[rather than]…smother employees’ rights under a blanket rule that vindicates only the rights of employers.”

The Board indicated that the Supreme Court’s Republic Aviation precedent was the correct precedent to be applied to future cases.

C. Dissenting Opinions
Members Miscimarra and Johnson each filed dissenting opinions in Purple Communications, both preferring to maintain the Board’s prior rule on workplace email from the Register Guard decision.

1. Member Miscimarra Dissenting
Member Miscimarra took issue with the Board instituting a presumption rather than a clear standard that would define what may be done with certainty. He cited four reasons why the majority’s creation of a statutory right for employee use of employer email systems for non-business purposes was “unfortunate and ill-advised.” Member Miscimarra disagreed with the majority’s view that an employer limiting email to business purposes was “an unreasonable impediment to self-organization” under the standard in Republic Aviation. Other types of email services and electronic communication platforms including social media provide many more opportunities for communication about section 7 concerns than single purpose business email systems. In addition, Member Miscimarra expressed concern that requiring employers to allow employees to use the workplace email system for concerted activities could itself be an unfair labor practice; namely that of employer domination or interference with the formation or administration of any labor organization, which includes the concept of contributing financial or other support to an organization because that interferes with employee free choice.

Member Miscimarra’s third concern was that the Purple Board’s new requirement would lend itself to unlawful employer surveillance of section 7 activity and mire the bright line standard that “working time is for work.” Miscimarra’s final objection to the new rule was the difficulty of applying it and that it displaced the Register Guard rule that was easier to understand and apply. The earlier rule, providing that employees did not have the right to use their employer’s email system for PCAs, was clear and “longstanding.” In contrast, the presumption enunciated by the Purple Board is likely to negatively impact productivity and discipline. In addition, it could pull employees into engaging in conduct on email that oversteps the boundaries of section 7, or is unprotected because the employer chooses to rebut the presumption by demonstrating special circumstances. If the employer is successful in doing so, its restriction of email use would be lawful and employee use in defiance of the restriction could result in employee discipline.

Member Miscimarra disagreed with the Purple majority’s premise that employees need to use their employer’s email in order to engage in PCAs, and that Register Guard both placed too much protection upon employer property rights and too little on employees’ right to engage in protected concerted activity. The employer in Purple restricted use of the company email system and related electronic equipment to business purposes only. Member Miscimarra noted that with the “virtually unlimited opportunities” available for employees to engage in concerted activities other than on the employer’s email, there was no need for the Board to balance the interests of employers and employees in the way that it did, culminating in the requirement that employers make its email systems available for this purpose. Member Miscimarra expressed concern about the inappropriate electronic communications that the Board has deemed protected by the Act. He inferred that such will make it harder to decipher what conduct is protected, and will require employers to engage in unlawful surveillance when reviewing such communications. He noted further that the use of an employer’s email system is a “thing of value” that could violate section 302(a) of the Labor Management Reporting Act, as well as influence employees, thus interfering with free choice under section 7. Thus, Member Miscimarra foresaw that the majority’s creation of this new statutory right would create nothing but problems.

2. Member Johnson Dissenting
Member Johnson wrote a thirty-two page dissent in Purple Communications, a length exceeding that of the majority and other dissenting opinion combined. Member Johnson objected to the requirement that employers make their
email systems “public for Section 7 purposes” when they are a “private virtual space paid for by the employer.”

He would not have overruled Register Guard to replace it with an “overbroad rule.” The sweeping changes brought about by social networking over the seven years since Register Guard was decided made it unnecessary to change the rule. The majority’s new rule will erode the longstanding restriction of working time as time for work, in Member Johnson’s view. It essentially requires employers to pay employees for time spent on section 7 activities, and to provide its email system as a host for such discussions.

Member Johnson took issue with the majority’s characterization of email as a forum for workplace communication. He viewed the considerable differences between physical workspaces and email, and expressed concern that it will be difficult to discern between working and nonworking areas on email, unlike the boundaries that are clear in a real or physical work environment. Member Johnson noted further that email is a user-created and directed communication that may exceed the audience of water cooler discussions. Further, email is neither bounded by time or place, defying analogy to a more natural gathering place such as a water cooler. In addition, email communications are more persistent than face-to-face communication which fades when the participants walk away. In contrast, email may address the entire workforce and remain on the system despite individual deletions, reappearing in ill-advised and difficult to subdue replies to all.

Member Johnson objected to the employer being obliged to pay for these communications and maintain them on its system. Member Johnson saw the use of business email for non-work purposes as a “boundless, permanent distraction.”

Member Johnson argued that employers make a significant investment in an email system and should be able to limit its use to its intended (business) purposes. He agreed with the Register Guard majority’s view that the employer has a property right in its equipment that permits it to regulate and restrict employee use. Thus, the Purple majority’s claim that the Board never stated that an employer may prohibit all nonwork use of its equipment is “simply wrong” in Member Johnson’s view because the Board in Mid-Mountain Foods held that there was no statutory right for an employee to use an employer’s equipment.

Member Johnson questions the Purple majority’s finding that email is the “predominant means of communication for nonwork purposes in many workplaces.” The statistics combined various modes of communication with email, were dated, and far from adequate to support this conclusion in his view. Just because email is convenient and used for work does not mean it must be the medium for section 7 communication by means of a concept “akin to adverse possession.”

Further, simply because the employer uses its equipment and property for communication does not mandate that employees and unions may use it. Member Johnson noted further that the majority did not establish that the use of email was necessary, nor that it had eliminated or rendered ineffective other means of communication in the workplace, especially face-to-face communication.

Further, Member Johnson noted that even if the majority’s view that employee use of employer email should be analyzed using the Republic Aviation framework were correct, which he did not concede, “the majority’s application [of such] is dead wrong.” This was so, in Member Johnson’s view, because “there is no Section 7 right arising to employer equipment,” and because the majority did not correctly balance section 7 rights with employer property rights in light of the available alternative means of communication that in some respects are preferable to email. Adequate avenues of communication provide effective opportunities for communicating and engaging in section 7 activities without requiring the use of the employer’s email system. Such is “simply unnecessary” in light of the availability of face-to-face solicitation and the prevalence of other forms of electronic communication besides the employer’s email.

In the absence of Supreme Court precedent regarding electronic communication and the balancing of section 7 rights with employer property rights, Member Johnson looked to the Court’s Republic Aviation and Beth Israel decisions for guidance. He posed the question “whether adequate avenues of communication exist to effectively communicate about protected concerted activity without the use of business email” and concluded that the balance weighed against finding a presumptive right to use typical business email networks. This was so because the primary function of business email is business communication, an operational area rather than an employee service or natural gathering place.

In addition, Member Johnson wrote that employer email is an unnecessary avenue in light of the availability of alternative electronic means of communication including personal email, social media and text messaging. He noted that as of 2012, three quarters of all email accounts were personal ones, rather than business accounts, and as of 2014, 90 percent of American adults have mobile phones, 60 percent owning smartphones, and that percentage is expected to rise. In light of these ready and versatile alternatives including personal email and social media, there is no need for employees to use their business email to communicate, in Member Johnson’s view.
Since the Register Guard era, the use of social media has risen sharply, and is projected to increase further. The various platforms are integrated and provide opportunities to connect with co-workers, notably through algorithms that search for and suggest connections based upon place of work, etc. As the Board itself noted in its recent decisions and General Counsel Memoranda, social media is clearly a place where employees communicate about work, and employers should not limit employee use of social media for section 7 purposes. Noting that social media “is here to stay as a means of communication among and between employees,” Member Johnson predicted that such will become even more useful for employee communication in future. Finally, he noted that employees use text messaging on their personal equipment. Texting is fast, generally alerts the recipient or recipients, and is more frequently used than email or the internet on mobile phones.

Member Johnson objected to the majority’s creation of an unlimited right to use the employer’s business email for section 7 communications in light of the interference such will undoubtedly cause to employees’ work productivity. This was especially problematic in his view because Purple Communications chose a policy that the employer’s email was for business use only, unlike the looser policies at many companies that allow for some personal use. In addition, the fact that section 7 communications arrive via the employer’s business email creates an obligation for employees to deal with such, depriving employees of their section 7 right to refrain from engaging in such activity. Further, employer monitoring of employee section 7 communications on workplace email could be deemed unlawful surveillance in Member Johnson’s view. With the vast majority of electronic communication that exists outside of the extremely tiny portion of communications that take place on business email, it makes no sense to require business email to carry section 7 communications, in Member Johnson’s opinion.

The use of employer email for section 7 communications will inevitably drain productivity when these emails are drafted and read on worktime, an outcome which conflicts with the Republic Aviation principle that “working time is for work.” Email does not neatly fit into the traditional working time/break time boundary and thus will result in a loss of productive time. Member Johnson noted that “no employer would last long in business if its only output was the exercise of Section 7 rights.” Johnson saw this “unfunded mandate” as beyond the power of the NLRB. He lamented the regulatory taking that occurs when the government requires employers to host and maintain section 7 emails.

Member Johnson’s disagreed with the Purple majority about whether the alternative means of communication matters: he maintained it does whereas the majority does not. The majority looked to alternatives only where third party rights to enter an employer’s physical property pertain. Member Johnson viewed the alternative means of communication as inherent to any balancing test regarding the adequacy of avenues for employees to engage in section 7 activity. The destruction of employer property rights should be minimized while still maintaining section 7 rights, and precedents involving physical property decisions on section 7 rights illustrate the inevitability that alternatives must and have been examined in the past.

Member Johnson maintains that the consideration of alternatives is required when the Board formulates a presumption such as the majority did in the Purple Communications case. Johnson took issue with the majority’s interpretation of the Board’s physical property nonemployee access cases because the majority applies these while discounting the necessity of considering alternative means, which makes little sense in Johnson’s view when the Board is faced with a new medium of communication. The majority is focused on business email as a means of facilitating communication among the workforce but Member Johnson sees this as just another way of saying it is “convenient” which was not reason enough to make access to the employer’s email system a right.

Member Johnson found further problems with the majority’s rule in that it violates the First Amendment to force employers to subsidize hostile speech. Employees will inevitably compose and read such hostile speech on working time and the employer will pay for maintaining the system, as well as for increased storage space. Compelling the employer to subsidize speech that the employer does not support is worse in Member Johnson’s view than requiring an employer to post Board notices as to employees’ rights, an initiative that was struck down, and the Board has not appealed.

Finally, Member Johnson noted that the parameters of the majority’s rule make it unworkable, and the Board’s guidance is insufficient, serving only to point out all the problems with the presumption. If an employer must allow its system to fail because of additional strain before demonstrating special circumstances that would allow it to restrict system use, this standard engenders property destruction which hardly seems an appropriate requirement under the Act. In addition, the Board should give employers guidance regarding their monitoring of email rather than let “hundreds or thousands of employers [be] wrung through the Board’s litigation processes.” Member Johnson expressed concern that employers will
be required to monitor the content of emails in order to determine the use of email which creates an impression of surveillance regarding protected concerted activities. Member Johnson made clear that he would not have overturned Register Guard, and he inferred that the Purple majority acted like Rip Van Winkle because it ignored the changes that have taken place in electronic communication over the past ten years which made the Board’s new rule in Purple Communications unnecessary.

D. The Administrative Law Judge’s Supplemental Decision on Remand in Purple Communications

The NLRB’s remand of Purple Communications affirmed that the company’s email policy violated the NLRA. The Board remanded the case to the same ALJ in order “to reopen the record and afford the parties an opportunity to present evidence relevant to the [new] standard” that the board adopted in Purple. Pursuant to the Board’s remand, the ALJ evaluated the Purple email restrictions under the newly announced standard, finding that the electronic communications policy “presumptively interferes with employees’ Section 7 rights [absent rebuttal] that the restrictions are justified by special circumstances necessary to maintain production and discipline.” Since Purple declined to submit additional evidence or argument in an attempt to justify its limitation on email use, and the burden was on the employer to rebut the presumption, the ALJ found that the Purple policy violated section 8 (a)(1) of the Act. In light of the Respondent/employer’s failure to assert special circumstances, the ALJ decided not to take additional evidence from the Charging Party. The ALJ found that the matters the Charging Party sought to illuminate were precluded by the NLRB’s decision in Purple. The Board clearly outlined the parameters of the presumption regarding nonworking time and set out the remedies for violations as simply “rescission of the policy and standard notifications to employees” such that the Charging Party’s requested opportunity to provide evidence regarding the policy’s restriction during working time or special remedies must be excluded. Thus, rescinding the email usage restrictions and notifying employees of such with a revised insertion for the employee handbook, or the equivalent, would satisfy the Board’s requirements.

E. Analysis of the Board’s Decision

1. Political Affiliation

As the Board noted in Purple Communications, the Register Guard decision was criticized for its elevation of employer property rights over employee section 7 rights. Now that the Board has overturned Register Guard, it stands to reason that supporters of the Register Guard decision will criticize the Purple Communications decision, as was evidenced by the detailed dissents of two Board members. In reviewing the dissents in Purple Communications, one notes how the political affiliations appear to coincide with their interpretations of various precedents, as well as dictate how to apply the older rules regarding exercise of section 7 rights to new technology. It seems that the outcome in Purple Communications decision, the Democratic majority upheld employee rights to engage in PCAs on nonworking time, while the two Republican appointees dissented in favor of protecting employer property rights in light of the availability of alternative means for engaging in PCAs. In contrast, in the Register Guard decision, the opposite paradigm of three Republicans and two Democrats resulted in a majority decision that was decidedly pro-employer, with two Democratic dissenters. The Purple Communications majority specifically adopted arguments from the Register Guard dissent. Most readers of these opinions would simply infer that a Board with a Republican majority upholds the rights of employers, in contrast to a Board with a Democratic majority which upholds employees’ statutory rights.

2. Arguments For and Against the Purple Holding and Recommendations

Having criticized the majority’s rule in Register Guard, as the Board noted in its Purple Communications decision, this author nonetheless reviews next what, if any, flaws may be evident in the Purple majority’s ruling. Thus, the merits of the arguments in the Purple Communications dissents are analyzed, starting with a brief summary of the similarities within the dissents. Both dissenters in Purple thought that the Board’s pronouncement of a presumption in favor of employees having a right was overbroad. The dissenters made clear that they would prefer to leave the Register Guard holding in place, finding it a better balancing of rights in light of the many alternative means of communication that employees have available. In addition, both Purple dissenters found the Register Guard rule easier to apply than the presumption which they conclude is destined to create uncertainty. The dissents expressed concern about employer monitoring of email containing section 7 activity amounting to unlawful surveillance under section 8 (a)(1). However, it is clear that
this problem can be avoided by having a lawful policy in place, clearly notifying employees of parameters of surveillance as well as employer’s valid reasons for such, and perhaps having employees sign off that they understand the policy, particularly if the employees are communicating from their own devices. 164 The dissenters also worried about the Board’s new policy creating unfair labor practices under section 8 (a)(2) domination and assistance theories because of the employer sponsoring the email system plus its potential interference with employee free choice, and the inevitability of employees reading such emails during employer-paid working time. 165 This problem can be avoided by announcing that such emails are to be read on nonworking time, and the employers’ monetary support need be no more significant than providing space on physical bulletin boards, and telephones for engaging in PCAs. The Purple dissenters noted how the new rule will negatively impact productivity and discipline. 166 This issue may also remedied by nondiscriminatory rules regarding time and extent of use.

Perhaps the most striking criticism raised by the dissenters regards whether the Board has created an unworkable rule that will cause employers and employees to act at their peril in terms of violating the NLRA or the employer’s valid policies. 167 It is questionable how much the public knows about the NLRA and PCAs. As former Chair of the NLRB, Wilma Liebman quoted, the scope of section 7 and the fact that the NLRA covers nonunion employees is perhaps the “best kept secret in labor law.” 168 And as the Purple dissent noted, the Board’s rulemaking to get informational notices posted in workplaces has not been successful. 169 Such a requirement surely would have done much to spread the word among the affected public about the existence, breadth, and limits of section 7 rights. One thing that the Board did do in an effort to publicize information about employee rights is improve its website to include examples of protected concerted activities. 170 Even more effective in my view has been the prosecution of numerous unfair labor practice cases involving social media policies and infractions which have caught the public’s attention and thus had an educational impact about the NLRA.

In addition, to support the dissenters’ arguments regarding unpredictability regarding what conduct is protected by section 7, such has been evidenced in numerous cases regarding section 7 rights involving everything from the instant case on employer email policies where the Board in 2014 overturned its 2007 rule, to whether nonunion employees have Weingarten rights, 171 to whether an employee seeking help from fellow employees regarding a sexual harassment charge is protected by section 7. 172 Thus, it is clear that even the Board changes its mind from time to time about what is protected by section 7 of the Act. Of course, of necessity, the Board is always updating its perspective on issues based upon the changes in the modern workplace, and the Supreme Court has noted that it is an important role of the NLRB to adapt the NLRA to “changing patterns of industrial life.” 173

Since the question remains whether there is enough clear guidance for those affected by the new rule in Purple as to what concerted activity is protected, and what employers may do regarding employee access to email, employer monitoring, etc. without violating the NLRA, it would be helpful for the Board’s Office of General Counsel to issue guidance that is specifically directed at the implications of this decision, with particular examples of what is lawful and what is not, similar to the guidance the General Counsel’s office provided on social media cases 174 and that very recently issued on employer rules. 175 The Board prefers employer policies that provide tangible examples of acts that are permitted and prohibited as such are concrete and less ambiguous, and thus less likely to cause employees to interpret the policy as unlawfully interfering with section 7 rights. Bright line guidance from the Board teaches employers and employees, as well as unions how to abide by the Board’s new rule on employer email. Such could assuage some of the concerns expressed by Member Johnson regarding the ambiguity of the Board’s new rule, and by Member Miscimarre regarding the uncertainty of the application of the Board’s new rule. 176

Member Johnson worried about the larger audience of email than amidst employees at the water cooler, and email’s persistence in comparison to face-to-face communication. He disputed the major role that the majority asserts business email plays and his ultimate inquiry would stop at the availability of alternate means of communication. Member Johnson found that convenience of method is not the key, as long as there are other means of communicating. But this overlooks the fact that employer email is what most employees who have access to it will actually read… it is still a preferred mode of communication for those employees who avoid Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, etc., and for those who do not have access to the Internet at home or smartphones in their pockets. The NLRA was not crafted to protect only the workplace communications of those with access to their own alternative means outside of work. Section 7 activities should have a place on employer email as the communication is work related and statutorily protected. 177 Employees who disagree with the content of emails are free to delete them, and need not read those that are forwarded from groups that they do not wish to support. Finally, Member Johnson’s arguments
Regarding First Amendment violations are neither clear not supported by precedent. 178

Predicting the future of communications is not as important as assessing what the environment is currently in terms of employee communication concerning concerted activities. 179 Member Johnson’s dissent is too focused on all the alternative media available … such is the test for allowing access for nonemployees, which is not and should not be the test for employees who are rightfully on the employer’s property and authorized to use the email system. The Purple Board majority does not say that employers must provide access, only that if they do, then they can’t exclude use for section 7 communications on nonworking time. Member Johnson presumes employees will engage in concerted activities on working time even though many employees have access to work email when not on working time and, if told not to do it, should honor the rules. The whole arena of work/non-work is different than in 1945 when Republic Aviation was decided, and the rule was “working time is for work” … in most jobs. Working time is not as segregated or clearly cut as it was prior to the rise in technology, but that does not mean that employers cannot insist that concerted activities are engaged in on the employees own time. Almost all of the dissenters arguments failed to convince the Purple majority that it reaffirm the holding in Register Guard.

Conclusion

The Board majority in Register Guard, operating at the tail end of the Bush era, could not make the leap from its rule on face-to-face communication in Republic Aviation to the parallel universe of email, finding the use of the employer’s equipment for email communication to be a significantly different matter from direct communication, and one that involved an unnecessary imposition on the employer’s property. In some respects, the NLRB missed the boat in 2007 when it chose to elevate employer property rights over employee electronic communication involving section 7 rights, but it is far too late to redress the issue. The Obama Board looked for the right case to overturn Register Guard. It found it in Purple Communications, a company whose business was all about communications, that had the word communications in its name, but that, somewhat ironically, had a policy to limit employee communications on email that resulted in an unfair labor practice charge that gave the Board a fresh case in which to reconsider the holding in Register Guard.

The Board majority in Purple established that if employees have to use the email for their work, they should be able to use it for protected concerted activities absent special circumstances established by the employer. The dissenters in Purple were united in their desire to retain the Register Guard rule, but they were too focused on the available alternative means of communication which is the wrong standard for employees who are rightfully at work. The dissenters wrung their hands about the burdens the new rule would place on employers, making analogies to adverse possession and forced speech, but worried not about the essence of section 7 employee rights. The majority deemed work email such a basic form of communication among employees that it virtually defied common sense to say that employees who must use it for work should be prevented from using it to exercise section 7 rights on nonworking time, in light of the substantive right to engage in concerted activities that section 7 embodies, and the line of precedents that have allowed employees to engage in concerted activities on nonworking time.

The employee right announced in Purple Communications is neither unlimited nor particularly intrusive. It does not require employers to provide email access if they do not already have it for work use. The burden on employers is far less onerous than the burden on employees if they are barred from using their work email for concerted activities. Employers are free to monitor employee use of email and may discipline those who use the system for section 7 purposes during working time as long as other nonbusiness-related use is similarly treated. As employers, employees and unions move forward in the post-Purple environment, they will adjust to the Board’s new policy on email. Clear guidance directed at the implications of the Purple decision from the Board’s Office of General Counsel would certainly ease any confusion on the application of the Board’s rule.
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